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Abstract. The limited adoption of Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE)
is due to a variety of social and technical factors, which can be summarized in
one: its (real or perceived) benefits do not outweigh its costs. In this vision paper
we argue that the cognification of MDSE has the potential to reverse this situation. Cognification is the application of knowledge (inferred from large volumes
of information, artificial intelligence or collective intelligence) to boost the performance and impact of a process. We discuss the opportunities and challenges
of cognifying MDSE tasks and we describe some potential scenarios where cognification can bring quantifiable and perceivable advantages. And conversely, we
also discuss how MDSE techniques themselves can help in the improvement of
AI, Machine learning, bot generation and other cognification techniques
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Introduction

It is hard to imagine anything that would “change everything” as much as cheap, powerful, ubiquitous intelligence and exploitation of knowledge. Even a very tiny amount
of useful intelligence embedded into an existing process boosts its effectiveness to a
whole other level [18]. This process is known as cognification.
Cognification can be defined as the application of knowledge to boost the performance and impact of a process. It does not restrict itself to what we typically refer to
as artificial intelligence, with Deep Learning as its latest and hottest technique. Cognification includes as well the combination of past and current human intelligence (i.e.
all current humans online and the actions they do). Under this definition, collective intelligence and crowdsourcing [29] are valid cognification tools. Cognification does not
imply either the existence of a super AI but the availability of highly specialized intelligences that can be plugged in depending on the needs of the problem to be solved.
Several initiatives aim to cognify specific tasks in Software Engineering, for instance, using machine learning (ML) for requirements prioritization [25], for estimating the development effort of a software system [30] or the productivity of individual
practitioners [22] or to predict defect-prone software components [26]. This trend is
also happening at the tool level, e.g., the recent Kite IDE1 claims to “augment your
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coding environment with all the web’s programming knowledge”. MDSE should join
this ongoing trend.
Moreover, we know the limited adoption of MDSE is due to a variety of social and
technical factors [14] but we can summarize them all in one: its benefits do not outweigh
its costs. We believe cognification could drastically improve the benefits and reduce the
costs of adopting MDSE.
In this paper we discuss the opportunities that cognification can bring to the MDSE
field, in terms of possible tools, process steps, and usage scenarios and their empowerment through cognification. We also discuss how MDSE itself can be applied to AI and
knowledge–aware technology development, and we conclude with some challenges and
risks that this roadmap may encompass.
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Opportunities in the Cognification of MDSE

All MDSE tasks and tools are good candidates to be cognified, since they typically
involve plenty of knowledge–intensive activities. Here, we comment on a few examples
where the performance or quality of experience can be especially boosted thanks to
cognification.
2.1

Modeling Bots

Cognification can enable modeling bots playing the role of virtual modeling assistant.
Based on previous models on the same domain available online or on a comparison between your current model and general ontologies, the bot could suggest missing properties on the model, recommend best practices or warn that some model aspects differ
from the way they are typically modeled.
Preliminary work in this direction considers recommendations during the construction of a model to reduce the effort made by designers. [28] proposes a recommender
that suggests which model element should be the target of a newly created reference.
Similarly, [21] studies the notion of an “auto-complete” that is able to infer the intended
pattern that is being designed.
In some contexts, models are created by domain experts by using a Domain-Specific
Language (DSL). This creation process includes manual activities like auto-completing
a partial model or introducing small fixes to ensure it satisfies the integrity constraints
of the domain. Proactive modeling [24] aims to automate these manual activities. Bots
could even interact with domain experts in a more friendly environment (e.g. social
networks)2 to facilitate the knowledge acquisition process.
2.2

Model Inferencers

A model inferencer is able to deduce a common schema behind a set of unstructured
data (logs, tweets, forum messages,...). This model would be a useful “lense” to interpret
the data. A good example of a model inferences is JSON Discoverer [17]. Given a
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(set of) JSON documents, it analyzes the JSON data and generates for you a class
diagram showing graphically the implicit JSON schema of your documents plus an
object diagram representing their data
In a related context, process mining [1] aims to achieve a similar goal with respect
to procedural information describing a process, action or activity.
2.3

Smart Code Generators

A cognified code generator would be able to learn the style and best practices of a
particular organization and mimic them in the code it outputs. By learning from good
code samples, the generator would be able to imitate the company’s best practices and
style and maximize its chances to be accepted as a new “developer” for the company.
This line of thought is close to existing works on example-based generation of modeling artefacts. For instance, [19], where a search-based approach is used to to derive
model-to-model transformations from sample input and output models.
2.4

Real-time Model Reviewers

Machine learning has already been used in the context of verification and validation to
tune verification algorithms by selecting the best choice for heuristics [15, 12]. However, here the aim would be constructing a real-time model reviewer able to give continuous feedback on the quality of the model from the point of view of consistency and
correctness.
Such tool would resort to different verification and validation (V&V) techniques,
using information about previous analysis to predict the complexity of the analysis [16]
and select the most suitable method to verify a particular model. This problem is known
in the A.I. field as the algorithm selection problem [20].
In addition to selecting the most adequate tool, previous experiences can be useful
by highlighting the most frequent faults or the constructs that are most likely to produce problems. This type of information can be used to guide the search process, e.g.
which kind of properties should be checked for a particular model. Some preliminary
works addressed the use of semantic reasoning for validation and property checking for
models: for instance [9], propose a simple tool able to address issues that cannot be
identified by traditional type checking tools.
Another approach to model quality would be to evolve or adapt models rather than
detect and correct faults. For instance, the notion of liquid models [23], which considers
that design-time models should not be immutable artifacts, but that they should evolve
to take into account potential deviations occurring at run-time. Cognification could be
used as a means to study and explore candidate models during this evolution process.
2.5

Advanced Self-Morphing and Collaborative Modeling Tools

Automatic learning approaches can also be used within self-morphing modeling tool,
able to adapt its interface, functions, behaviour (and even the expressiveness of the
language offered) to the expertise of the tool user and to the context of the modeling

problem addressed. This challenge is related to the problem of plastic user interfaces,
i.e. interfaces able to keep its usability under changing uses and circunstances (responsive websites can be regarded as a limited example of a plastic UI). While there has
been some work on using MDE to generate plastic UIs [27], building a plastic MDE
IDE remains an open challenge.
The tool should not just adapt to different user profiles but also effectively support
the collaboration of those users. Indeed, congnification also comprises exploitation of
human and collective intelligence. As an example, we could leverage crowdsourcing
techniques [6] to devise the best domain-specific modeling language to be used by the
tool in order to optimize the communication process between modeling experts and
domain experts. This has been so far applied to the the problem of agreeing on the
concrete syntax notation of domain-specific languages, as described in [4].
2.6

Semantic Reasoning Platforms, Explainability and Storification

At the purpose of making models as self-explanatory as possible, semantics-based techniques can be applied to the concepts in the model to enable automatic explanation
of models. This would require a semantic reasoning platform able to map modeled
concepts to existing ontologies and provide definitions (similar to Kindle WordWise3 ),
references, relations to relevant concepts, services and contextual information; and conversely also generate new knowledge through inference.
This would also enable automatic generation of thesaurus, data dictionaries, and
even explanatory text out of models. Integrating MDE with resources such as ontologies, semantic processors, NLP tools, rule–based inference engines, and alike will be
crucial in this setting.
2.7

Scalable Model and Data Fusion Engine

Big data architectures and data streaming platform enable the construction of data
fusion engines that are able to perform semantic integration and impact analysis of
design-time models with runtime data such as software usage logs, user profiles and so
on. A typical use case is the integration of Web application logs, which are widespread
in Web servers, with user interaction models of Web applications. An example is the
work [2, 3] which integrates with a scalable approach the real-time big data stream coming from large–scale Web sites with IFML models[7]. This close interaction between
design and runtime models is also the focus of the MegaMart2 EU project 4 .
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Model-driven Engineering of AI and Knowledge-aware Software

Besides the advantages that cognification can bring to MDSE, the reverse is also true:
MDSE techniques can be used to improve knowledge-aware technologies. As in any
other domain, the use of models (and its abstraction power) can help simplify, interoperate and unify a fragmented technological space, as it is the case right now in AI, with
3
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plenty of competing and partially overlapping libraries and components for all kinds of
knowledge processing tasks.
So far, this line of work remains largely unexplored. A few exceptions are [13], aiming to integrate machine learning results in domain modeling, [10], aligning MDE and
ontologies, and works oriented to model-driven development of semantic Web based
applications [8] and semantic web services [5].

4

Conclusions and challenges

As we described in this paper, a lot of possible scenarios and tools in MDSE can benefit
from the application of cognification techniques in broad sense. Even if only a few of
them become a reality in the short-term, they have the potential to drastically change
the way MDSE is used and perceived in the software community.
Nevertheless, some risks need to be addressed. The main challenge is that most of
the above scenarios imply the availability of lots of training data in order to get highquality learning results. In MDSE, this means a curated catalog of good and bad models, meta-models, transformations, code, and so on [11]. While some model repositories
are available (e.g. REMODD 5 or MDEForge 6 the number and diversity of the modeling artefats they contain is still limited. Improving this situation is a strong requirement
towards the cognification of MDE.
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